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• USA/D Project (80/20)

• Boing 747 SP Telescope: UV - Radio, 2.7m diameter 

• Flight altitude: 12 to 14 km

• Home base: NASA, Palmdale, CA

AI-based Blur and Noise Estimation

Automatic Camera Parameter Adjustment

• Camera parameters may relate to blur/noise effects in produced images (exposure time (texp) to motion blur (MB), ISO gain to noise, …).
• Amount of desired blur/noise always depends on targeted high-level image application (e.g., car detection). 
↝ Camera parameter optimization with respect to target application score (e.g., car detection average precision; AP). 

• Target scores determined offline and empirically for different blur/noise severities to create (potentially non-linear and non-monotonic (!)) input-output profile (I/O curves, see heatmap). 
↝ Automatic camera parameter adjustment for optimal application performance (red path in heatmap and corresponding example next to it).

Autonomous vehicles and robots require increasingly more robustness and reliability
to meet the demands of modern tasks. These requirements specially apply to
cameras onboard such vehicles because they are the predominant sensors to
acquire information about the environment and support actions. However, there are
versatile undesirable states cameras can encounter. Hence, cameras must maintain
proper functionality and take automatic countermeasures if necessary. Currently,
there is only little work that examines the practical use of a general condition
monitoring approach for cameras and designs countermeasures in the context of an
envisaged high-level application. We propose a self-health-maintenance framework
for cameras with focus on blur and noise, based on artificial intelligence (AI) and
the incorporation of additional physical knowledge of the sensor (Sensor AI) [1].

• Trained CNN [2] to quantify defocus and motion blur in images. 
• Input: 192x192 px image patches; Output: Modulation transfer function (MTF).

• Evaluation: Simulate blur and compare performance to PMP [3] and GBB [4].
• Datasets: Self-simulated (Sim), KITTI [5], and Udacity [6] (real ones to follow).
• Results: CNN x54 faster than PMP and GBB (0.24s vs. 13s per image patch); CNN more 

accurate for no/little blur and defocus, PMP/GBB otherwise.

• Trained CNN [7] to quantify temporal noise sources in images (photon shot noise 
(PN), dark current shot noise (DCSN), and readout noise (RN)). 
• Input: 128x128 px image patches; Output: Std. dev. of noise distribution (σ).

• Evaluation: Simulate noise and compare performance to PCA [8] and B+F [9].
• Datasets: Self-simulated (Sim), KITTI [5], and Udacity [6] (real ones to follow).
• Results: All methods comparably fast (2-5 ms per image patch), CNN has

generally best accuracy and least uncertainty. 

Sensor AI: From Symptoms towards Causes
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• Problem: Cannot identify noise root causes having images only in order to initiate adequate counter-measures.
• Approach: Incorporate camera metadata into noise estimator and simultaneously estimate noise from different sources as well as (unknown) residual noise.
• Evaluation: Trained on simulated noise and tested on real noise.
• (Preliminary-) Results: Fast inference (< 2ms per image patch), config and hardware metadata necessary for precise noise estimation.


